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Sisters doing it
for themselves
Who Needs Prince Charming
- powerful, inspiring, honest,
delicious and motivating?
SOPHIE MONTGOMERY

AMANDA Cole discovered she Samantha

was a writer after a dream she
had on a plane that led her to

Brett, Dr

Cindy Pan,

Tynan,
write her first book - I hate Jacinta
Kathryn
Eisman,
Cinderella.
The fire was well and truly lit,
with the Coogee author releasing her second book You are
my Future, last year and now
her third offering comes in
the form of a collaboration
of inspiring tips on love
and life: Who Needs
Prince Charming?
Cole interviewed 35

Tania Zaetta, Maude

Garrett and Lyndsey
Rodrigues.
"Once I finished writing I

hate Cinderella I crossed
paths with so many talented
women who were achieving some
amazing feats in their own fields,Cole said.

"I wanted to gather up all the
accumulated
knowledge of as
accomplished Aust-

ralian women, includ- many of these women to create a
ing a Kiwi sports star resource to help inspire others to
and a Swedish love find their path and exceed in it.
coach, outlining their Cole is donating a percentage of
journeys through love sales to SISTER2Sister, which
and success.
supports teenage girls in the form
Other contributors of mentorship for those who are
include Cath Cox, disadvantaged, disengaged and at
Camilla Franks. risk of abuse or neglect.
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